[A Brief Description on the origin and evolution of the Section on Eyes in Zheng zhi zhun sheng (Standards for Syndrome Identification and Treatment)].
Compiled by Wang Kentang, Zheng zhi zhun sheng (Standards for Syndrome Identification and Treatment) has 11 versions falling into 4 classes: (1) The first xylographic version of Wanli reign system, including the first carved version of Renyin year or 30(th) year of Wanli (1602) of the Ming Dynasty, the Japanese Kanbun Dynasty 1670 version of Tongtuo Book Store version, the version of Yimao year or 14(th) year of Kangxi reign (1675) of the Qing Dynasty from the Jintan Yu's Sanctum, the revised version of Jimao year or 38(th) year of Kangxi reign (1699) of the Qing Dynasty from the Jintan Yu's Sanctum, and the version of the 25(th) year of Guangxu reign (1899) of the Qing Dynasty from the Shancheng Sanctum of Western Shu (Sichuan), altogether 4 versions; (2) The system of Xiujing Sanctum, including the version of Guichou year or the 58(th) year of Qianlong reign (1793) of the Qing Dynasty from the Kim's version of Xiujing Sanctum, the version of Renchen year or the 18(th) year of Guangxu reign (1892) of the Qing Dynasty from the revised version of Shijing Sanctum of Guangzhou, the xylographic version of Jiuxueshan Sanctum of the Qing Dynasty, altogether 3 versions; (3) The system of Compendium of Illustrated Books, referring to the printing version of the Renchen year or 18(th) year of Guangxu reign (1892) from the Printing House of Shanghai Compendium of Illustrated Book; (4) The xylographic version of Daiyue Building system, referring to the version of Jisi year or 14th year of Qianlong reign (1749) of the Qing Dynasty from the Daiyue Building; (5) The system of Jiusitang Sanctum xylographic version of the Qing Dynasty from Jiaxing, referring to the said version; (6) The system of lithographic versions: Hongbaozhai of Shanghai in 1912 and Saoyeshan Sanctum of Shanghai in 1935.